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Fancy Nancy Storybook Treasury
Fancy Nancy is back in New York Times bestselling team Jane O'Connor and Robin
Preiss Glasser's picture book series. Fancy Nancy loves fall—the fashion, the
weather, and especially the colors of the leaves! As Fancy Nancy helps Mom and
Dad rake the leaves outside in Fancy Nancy and the Fall Foliage, she gets a
stupendous idea to do something unique with the most beautiful leaves she finds.
Join Nancy as she celebrates the changing of the seasons in this storybook
adventure—complete with a fabulous set of stickers!

Fancy Nancy: Oodles of Kittens
*NOW A HIT TV SERIES ON DISNEY JUNIOR* Fancy Nancy fans everywhere can let
their creative side sparkle, dazzle, and shine! Fancy Nancy's Sticker-Doodle Book is
the ultimate (that's fancy for the best) collection! Perfect for hours of imaginative,
artistic and glamorous fun, Fancy Nancy's Sticker-Doodle Book includes bright
sticker pages with over 450 full-color stickers and Fancy Nancy-themed coloring
and drawing activities! Ooh la la! Fancy Nancy is starring in her own fabulous TV
show on Disney Junior. READ THE BOOKS THAT STARTED IT ALL! Fancy Nancy
Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy Fancy Nancy: Bonjour, Butterfly Fancy Nancy:
Splendiferous Christmas Fancy Nancy and the Fabulous Fashion Boutique Fancy
Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet Fancy Nancy: Fanciest Doll in the Universe Fancy
Nancy and the Wedding of the Century Fancy Nancy: Saturday Night Sleepover
Fancy Nancy: Oodles of Kittens

Fancy Nancy: Fashionista: A Coloring and Activity Book
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Join Nancy Clancy in New York Times bestselling team Jane O'Connor and Robin
Preiss Glasser's fourth Nancy Clancy chapter book about the past, present, and
future! Nancy and her best friend, Bree, must go back in time to solve their latest
mystery. While Nancy's class learns about time capsules in school, another relic
from the past pops up in the present. Nancy buys an old desk at a tag sale and
soon finds out that someone left behind a key. In the perfect follow-up to Nancy
Clancy, Super Sleuth; Nancy Clancy, Secret Admirer; and Nancy Clancy Sees the
Future, Nancy and Bree set out to unlock the secret of the silver key in the hopes
of finding some treasure along the way. But unlocking the mystery soon proves to
be more difficult than they had thought, and when the answer isn't what they had
expected, Nancy and Bree learn there are some things that remain timeless
forever. Fans of Fancy Nancy will love joining Nancy Clancy in the latest edition to
the chapter book series. The central theme of all the Nancy Clancy books shines
through, showing the power of positive thinking and the will to never give up.

Disney Junior Fancy Nancy: My Fanciest Things
Coming in 2018 to Disney Junior, Fancy Nancy will star in her own fabulous TV
show! This tabbed board book, based on the show and inspired by the New York
Times bestselling series by Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser, introduces
Nancy Clancy, her family, and her friends. With 8 colorful tabs and simple text, this
sturdy board book is great for even the youngest fans of Fancy Nancy.

Fancy Nancy: Saturday Night Sleepover
Ooh la la—five fabulous Fancy Nancy books in one box set! From staying up late to
throwing a birthday party for Frenchy to learning new ballet dance moves and
more, no one brings pizzazz quite like Nancy! From New York Times bestselling
team Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser comes a set of 8x8 favorites—Fancy
Nancy and the Late, Late, LATE Night, Fancy Nancy and the Sensational Babysitter,
Fancy Nancy: Tea for Two, Fancy Nancy: Puppy Party, and Fancy Nancy: Budding
Ballerina—all complete with a box and handle for readers on the go!

Fancy Nancy and the Mean Girl
Nancy loves spelling. She can spell fun words like "happy" and French words like
chien (that means "dog") and even long words like "splendid." But when Ms.
Glass's spelling test is harder than Nancy anticipated, the self-professed spelling
prodigy faces a tough decision that pits her pride against her principles. Young
readers will relate to Nancy's test-taking dilemma in this new addition to the Fancy
Nancy I Can Read series.

Fancy Nancy and the Boy from Paris
An I Can Read story from New York Times bestselling duo Jane O’Connor and Robin
Preiss Glasser: Yummy, cupcakes are scrumptious (that’s fancy for tasty!). Nancy
is thrilled to be making cupcakes for the bake sale! But will she remember to follow
all of Mom's directions? Fancy Nancy and the Delectable Cupcakes, a Level One I
Can Read adventure, is carefully crafted using short sentences, familiar words, and
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simple concepts for children eager to read on their own. Contains a glossary of
Fancy Nancy’s fancy words.

Disney Junior Fancy Nancy: The Case of the Disappearing Doll
This fabulous box set edition includes four of the fantastic Nancy Clancy chapter
books by New York Times bestselling team Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser
in paperback: Nancy Clancy, Super Sleuth; Nancy Clancy, Secret Admirer; Nancy
Clancy Sees the Future; and Nancy Clancy, Secret of the Silver Key! Kids who grew
up with Jane O'Connor's Fancy Nancy picture books can spend some quality time
with their BFF because Nancy Clancy is now starring in her own chapter books!
Fans of Nancy Drew's Clue Crew will be happy to see a new Nancy join the ranks of
super sleuths. Robin Preiss Glasser illustrates Nancy's story with liveliness, wit, and
fanciness.

Fancy Nancy: Our Thanksgiving Banquet
No one does fancy quite like Nancy! This fun-filled coloring and activity book
contains coloring pages, mazes, connect-the-dots, and much, much more. It's
perfect for any aspiring fashionista. (That's a fancy word for someone who really,
really loves fashion!)

Disney Junior Fancy Nancy
Excitement is in the air as Maisy discovers the fun of going to a wedding with
friends. Today Maisy is going to the wedding of her friends Penguin and Ostrich, so
she needs to put on a fancy outfit. She can't wait! When she arrives at the
wedding, there are beautiful flowers, lots of gifts, and many people. As music
plays, the bride walks down the aisle, then the happy couple exchange their vows
while everyone cheers. Afterward, there's confetti to toss, food to eat, a speech to
hear, a band to dance to, and a bouquet to be thrown. Now who do you think will
catch it?

Fancy Nancy and the Fall Foliage
*NOW A HIT TV SERIES ON DISNEY JUNIOR* From the dazzling bestselling duo Jane
O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser comes a luxurious bedtime story that sleepover
hosts and guests will adore! When Nancy's parents win an all-expenses-paid
vacation, Nancy and JoJo get to sleep over at their neighbor's home, Mrs. DeVine's.
But JoJo is a little nervous to sleep at someone else's house—luckily, Nancy is an
expert on sleepovers and can help prepare her little sister. The big night arrives,
and JoJo and Nancy have a blast at Mrs. DeVine's. But when it's time for bed, it
turns out Nancy wasn't as prepared as she thought. Good thing there is nothing
better than a sister to make you feel better. Perfect for fans of the Eloise, Olivia,
and other Fancy Nancy books. Ooh la la! Fancy Nancy is starring in her own
fabulous TV show on Disney Junior. READ THE BOOKS THAT STARTED IT ALL! Fancy
Nancy Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy Fancy Nancy: Bonjour, Butterfly Fancy
Nancy: Splendiferous Christmas Fancy Nancy and the Fabulous Fashion Boutique
Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet Fancy Nancy: Fanciest Doll in the Universe
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Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century Fancy Nancy 10th Anniversary
Edition Fancy Nancy: Saturday Night Sleepover Fancy Nancy: Oodles of Kittens

Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet
When Nancy Clancy finds out that both her guitar teacher, Andy, and her favorite
babysitter, Annie, have broken up with the people they were dating, she decides to
make them fall in love on Valentine's Day.

Disney Junior Fancy Nancy: Camp Fancy
Meet Nancy, who believes that more is ALWAYS better when it comes to being
fancy From the sparkles in her hair to the sequins on her shoes, Nancy sprinkles
glamour wherever she goes.

Fancy Nancy and the Delectable Cupcakes
Fancy Nancy is back And this time she wants to be fancier than ever

Fancy Nancy: Nancy Clancy's Ultimate Chapter Book Quartet
A young girl who loves fancy things helps her family to be fancy for one special
night.

Fancy Nancy: JoJo and the Twins
Now available in paper-over-board, a beautiful Christmas picture book featuring
Fancy Nancy! What could be fancier than Christmas? Presents with elegant
wrapping paper, festive decorations, Christmas cookies with sprinkles—and who
could forget the tree? After all, there is no such thing as too much tinsel. Ooh la la!
This year, Nancy is especially excited about decorating the Christmas tree. She
bought a brand-new sparkly tree topper with her own money and has been waiting
for Christmas to come. But when things don't turn out the way Nancy planned, will
Christmas still be splendiferous? In this merriest of stories from bestselling duo
Jane O'Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser, Nancy proves once again that a little
fancying up can go a long, festive way! Perfect for fans of other fancy holiday
picture books such as Eloise at Christmastime and Olivia Helps with Christmas.

Maisy Goes to a Wedding
There is a new boy in Nancy’s class. He’s just moved from Paris! Nancy cannot wait
to share her fanciness with someone who will appreciate it. Unfortunately, this
Parisian might not be quite as fancy as Nancy had expected.

Nina, Nina Ballerina
In this collection of twelve fabulous stories from New York Times bestselling team
Jane O'Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser, Fancy Nancy enjoys a field trip to the
aquarium, meets a new friend from Paris, celebrates pajama day at school, and
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more! With each story timed to be a five-minute read-aloud, this storybook
collection makes anytime the perfect time for fancy fun! This collection has a
sturdy, padded cover and over 190 pages of full-color illustrations! The collection
includes lightly adapted versions of 12 favorite stories: Fancy Nancy and the Late,
Late, LATE Night Fancy Nancy: Hair Dos and Hair Don’ts Fancy Nancy and the TooLoose Tooth Fancy Nancy and the Mean Girl Fancy Nancy: Sand Castles and Sand
Palaces Fancy Nancy: Budding Ballerina Fancy Nancy: The 100th Day of School
Fancy Nancy: Pajama Day Fancy Nancy: My Family History Fancy Nancy: Spring
Fashion Fling Fancy Nancy and the Boy from Paris Fancy Nancy: Peanut Butter and
Jellyfish

Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century
It's the big dance show! Nina is a butterfly. She has pretty wings and a bug mask.
But she is not the only one! There are lots of butterflies. How will her mom know
which one is Nina? Read this funny story and find out!

Fancy Nancy's Absolutely Stupendous Sticker Book
Put your fanciest foot forward and step into Fancy Nancy's stylish world! This book
is filled with fabulous stickers of Nancy's many favorite things, from elegant
desserts to gorgeous shoes and accessories. This is the ultimate collection sure to
entertain the most glamorous Fancy Nancy fans!

Fancy Nancy’s Sticker-Doodle Book
Celebrate the 100th day of school with Fancy Nancy, in this sweet and thoughtful I
Can Read Story from New York Times bestselling team Jane O’Connor and Robin
Preiss Glasser. Perfect for back-to-school! With the 100th day of school just around
the corner, Nancy finds herself utterly stumped. She can’t think of anything
exciting, special, or imaginative enough to bring in to class to commemorate the
day. Just as Nancy begins to lose hope, she finds inspiration from an unexpected
source—and learns that even sad events can bring with them a glimmer of beauty.
Fancy Nancy: The 100th Day of School is a Level One I Can Read book, which
means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. The
back matter features a list of the rich vocabulary words that are used throughout
the story along with their definition.

Fancy Nancy 10th Anniversary Edition
*NOW A HIT TV SERIES ON DISNEY JUNIOR* Fans of Fancy Nancy and weddings
alike will laugh along with Nancy as she discovers how truly special a wedding can
be—whether lavish or, as this one turns out to be, more down to earth. No one is
more excited than Nancy when word of her uncle’s wedding plans spreads. Nancy
has visions of a trés magnifique wedding fit for a royal princess—with Nancy
serving as a flower girl. But when Nancy finds out that the wedding will be held at
a lakeside cabin at dawn and that there won’t be a traditional flower girl, she’s
beyond disappointed. But in the end Nancy is able to add a touch of fancy to the
festivities and appreciate the special joys of loved ones gathering to celebrate a
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wedding (especially when she learns that pancakes will be served at the
reception!). Fancy Nancy's wisdom and creativity shine through to spark the joy of
imagination in young readers. Perfect for fans of the Eloise and Olivia books. From
the dazzling New York Times bestselling duo Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss
Glasser. Ooh la la! Fancy Nancy is starring in her own fabulous TV show on Disney
Junior. READ THE BOOKS THAT STARTED IT ALL! Fancy Nancy Fancy Nancy and the
Posh Puppy Fancy Nancy: Bonjour, Butterfly Fancy Nancy: Splendiferous Christmas
Fancy Nancy and the Fabulous Fashion Boutique Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid
Ballet Fancy Nancy: Fanciest Doll in the Universe Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of
the Century Fancy Nancy 10th Anniversary Edition Fancy Nancy: Saturday Night
Sleepover Fancy Nancy: Oodles of Kittens

Arthur's Thanksgiving
This beautiful hardcover storybook features six Fancy Nancy classics by New York
Times bestselling team Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser: Fancy Nancy:
Halloween . . .Or Bust!; Fancy Nancy: Fancy Day in Room 1-A; Fancy Nancy:
Splendid Speller; Fancy Nancy: Apples Galore!; Fancy Nancy: The 100th Day of
School; and Fancy Nancy: Our Thanksgiving Banquet. Fans of the Fancy Nancy
series will delight in this collection filled with Fancy Nancy’s autumn adventures!

Fancy Nancy Loves! Loves!! Loves!!!
Based on the Disney Junior TV show and inspired by the classic picture book series,
this storybook is perfect for sharing with the Fancy Nancy fan in your life! Nancy is
one happy camper when she decides to have a camping trip in the backyard. But
when it begins to rain, Nancy will need to bring all the wonders of the great
outdoorsindoors! Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy is an animated family comedy
starring six-year-old Nancy, a girl who is fancy in everything from her advanced
vocabulary to her creative, elaborate attire. The show is based on the New York
Times bestselling book series Fancy Nancy by Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss
Glasser.

Fancy Nancy Take-Along Storybook Set
"A Visitor for Bear has the feel of a classic, and it’s so cozy no parent could object
to reading it aloud every night." — The New York Times Book Review (starred
review) Features an audio read-along! Bear is quite sure he doesn’t like visitors. He
even has a sign. So when a mouse taps on his door one day, Bear tells him to
leave. But the mouse — who keeps popping up in the most unexpected places —
just won’t go away! Cheery persistence wears down the curmudgeonly Bear in a
wry comedy of manners that ends in a most unlikely friendship.

Fancy Nancy: Splendiferous Christmas
Ooh la la! Nancy loves all of the fancy things in her room—like the fabulous tutu
she wore at her dance recital, her exquisite tea set, and the magnifique vanity
table that once belonged to her grandmother. But Nancy will soon discover that
there’s something extra special that Nancy’s fanciest things all have in common…
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Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy: My Fanciest Things is a brand-new picture book with
gorgeous watercolor art by Grace Lee and a heartwarming original story, based on
the animated show and inspired by the classic picture book series. Disney Junior’s
Fancy Nancy is an animated family comedy starring six-year-old Nancy, a girl who
is fancy in everything from her advanced vocabulary to her creative, elaborate
attire. The show is based on the New York Times bestselling book series Fancy
Nancy by Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser.

Fancy Nancy
Fancy Nancy’s little sister JoJo returns in her very own adventure! JoJo is helping
Mommy and Daddy with the new twins. But they look the same! How will JoJo tell
the twins apart? JoJo’s plan will keep you laughing. Beginning readers will love this
My First I Can Read that is carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition,
sight words, and charming illustrations. From the beloved New York Times
bestselling author-illustrator team Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser, Fancy
Nancy: JoJo and the Twins is a My First I Can Read, perfect for shared reading with
a child.

A Visitor for Bear
*NOW A HIT TV SERIES ON DISNEY JUNIOR* From the dazzling bestselling duo Jane
O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser comes a fancy, frilly ballet story with a lot of
heart. Young ballerinas and Fancy Nancy fans will shout encore! Fancy Nancy is
ready for the spotlight! Fancy Nancy and her best friend, Bree, couldn't be more
excited about their upcoming dance show. After all, it's all about mermaids, and
who knows how to be a fancy, glamorous mermaid better than Fancy Nancy
herself? But when another ballerina wins the coveted role of the mermaid, Nancy is
stuck playing a dreary, dull tree. Can Nancy bring fancy flair to her role, even
though it isn't the one she wanted? And when disaster strikes right before the big
ballet, who will step into the spotlight? Perfect for fans of the Eloise and Olivia
books. Ooh la la! Fancy Nancy is starring in her own fabulous TV show on Disney
Junior. READ THE BOOKS THAT STARTED IT ALL! Fancy Nancy Fancy Nancy and the
Posh Puppy Fancy Nancy: Bonjour, Butterfly Fancy Nancy: Splendiferous Christmas
Fancy Nancy and the Fabulous Fashion Boutique Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid
Ballet Fancy Nancy: Fanciest Doll in the Universe Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of
the Century Fancy Nancy 10th Anniversary Edition Fancy Nancy: Saturday Night
Sleepover Fancy Nancy: Oodles of Kittens

Fancy Nancy - Fanciest Doll in the Universe
In her chapter book debut, Nancy Clancy must find the culprit when a prized
possession goes missing at school.

Nancy Clancy, Super Sleuth
This is going to be the best Thanksgiving ever! There is a gigantic turkey,
Grandma's secret stuffing, green beans, and authentic cranberry sauce, the kind
that doesn't come out of a can. And desserts? There are almost too many to count.
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Join Nancy and her entire family as they celebrate Thanksgiving in this brand-new
storybook, complete with more than thirty swanky stickers.

Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy
It’s time for a tea party, but Nancy’s doll, Marabelle, is nowhere to be found! Nancy
and Bree will have to be sleuths (which is a fancy way of saying people who solve
mysteries!) to crack the case of the disappearing doll. Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy:
The Case of the Disappearing Doll is a Level One I Can Read, perfect for children
learning to sound out words and sentences. Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy is an
animated family comedy starring six-year-old Nancy, a girl who is fancy in
everything from her advanced vocabulary to her creative, elaborate attire. The
show is based on the New York Times bestselling book series Fancy Nancy by Jane
O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser.

Fancy Nancy: Ooh La La! It's Beauty Day
A fan's anthology of six favorite Fancy Nancy adventures includes Fancy Nancy:
Pajama Day, Fancy Nancy Sees Stars and Fancy Nancy and the Delectable
Cupcakes. 150,000 first printing.

Fancy Nancy: Nancy Clancy, Secret of the Silver Key
What better way to fancy Mom up for her birthday than to treat her to a superdeluxe beauty day created by Fancy Nancy herself? It's a pampering paradise, and
right in the backyard! With relaxing music, fragrant lotions, colorful nail polish, and
foamy mousse, Nancy gives her mom a total makeover. She even treats her to
sumptuous refreshments and special entertainment. But when the pampering
suddenly goes too far, has Nancy ruined her mom's big day? Complete with tips
and recipes for creating a super-deluxe beauty day of your own, Fancy Nancy: Ooh
La La! It's Beauty Day will inspire budding beauty experts to open up shop and join
in the deluxe fanciness!

Fancy Nancy and the Quest for the Unicorn
*NOW A HIT TV SERIES ON DISNEY JUNIOR* Fancy Nancy celebrates a decade
(that’s a fancy word for TEN years)! This book introduces Nancy, who believes that
more is ALWAYS better when it comes to being fancy. From the top of her tiara
down to her sparkly studded shoes, Nancy is determined to teach her family a
thing or two about being fancy and using fancy words. Fancy Nancy fans and little
girls alike are sure to delight in this special edition of a household favorite. Brought
to you by the dazzling New York Times bestselling duo Jane O’Connor and Robin
Preiss Glasser, this extra-fancy edition features a link to a free downloadable song
from Fancy Nancy the Musical as well as a sheet of lyrics to the song in the back of
the book. Perfect for fans of the Eloise and Olivia books. Ooh la la! Fancy Nancy is
starring in her own fabulous TV show on Disney Junior. READ THE BOOKS THAT
STARTED IT ALL! Fancy Nancy Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy Fancy Nancy:
Bonjour, Butterfly Fancy Nancy: Splendiferous Christmas Fancy Nancy and the
Fabulous Fashion Boutique Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet Fancy Nancy:
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Fanciest Doll in the Universe Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century Fancy
Nancy 10th Anniversary Edition Fancy Nancy: Saturday Night Sleepover Fancy
Nancy: Oodles of Kittens

Fancy Nancy: 5-Minute Fancy Nancy Stories
Fancy Nancy is back in this magical new story from Jane O'Connor and Robin Preiss
Glasser. Join Fancy Nancy in another glamorous adventure, in the New York Times
bestselling series. With Fancy Nancy's trademark humour and warmth, this book
will bring you genuine joie de vivre, which is a very fancy phrase for having lots of
fun!

Fancy Nancy: Splendid Speller
*NOW A HIT TV SERIES ON DISNEY JUNIOR* Fancy Nancy returns in a purr-fect
story about felines, canines, and making new four-legged friends! From the
dazzling New York Times bestselling duo Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser.
It’s raining, and Nancy hears a strange sound coming from outside. Nancy and
Bree decide to investigate, and what do they find? Lo and behold! It’s oodles of
adorable kittens! (Oodles is fancy for a lot.) After finding some of the kittens good
homes, Nancy and Bree each get to keep one for themselves. That’s until Nancy’s
new kitten meets her posh pup, Frenchy. Will Nancy’s two pets ever get along? Will
Nancy be able to love them both the same? Perfect for fans of the Eloise, Olivia,
and other Fancy Nancy books. Ooh la la! Fancy Nancy is starring in her own
fabulous TV show on Disney Junior. READ THE BOOKS THAT STARTED IT ALL! Fancy
Nancy Fancy Nancy and the Posh Puppy Fancy Nancy: Bonjour, Butterfly Fancy
Nancy: Splendiferous Christmas Fancy Nancy and the Fabulous Fashion Boutique
Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet Fancy Nancy: Fanciest Doll in the Universe
Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century Fancy Nancy 10th Anniversary
Edition Fancy Nancy: Saturday Night Sleepover Fancy Nancy: Oodles of Kittens

Nancy Clancy, Secret Admirer
Arthur finds his role as director of the Thanksgiving play a difficult one, especially
since no one will agree to play the turkey.

Fancy Nancy: The 100th Day of School
Nancy will have to do some fancy footwork to resolve her predicament in this latest
Fancy Nancy story from the beloved New York Times bestselling author-illustrator
team Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser. Much to her dismay, Nancy has been
chosen for the relay team in this year's Field Day at school. Despite her many
natural talents, Nancy isn't much of a runner. She's afraid of letting her team
down—especially after finding out that an unkind (that's another word for mean)
girl in her class is on the team too. With a little help from her dad, Nancy tries her
best, stands up for herself, and makes a new friend. Fancy Nancy and the Mean
Girl is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it's perfect for children learning
to sound out words and sentences. The back matter features a list of the rich
vocabulary words that are used throughout the story along with their definition.
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Fancy Nancy's Fabulous Fall Storybook Collection
Join Fancy Nancy as she embarks on a quest for a unicorn in this fun story from the
dazzling bestselling duo Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser. Nancy and Bree
are unicorn experts. (That’s a fancy way of saying they know almost everything
about them.) When they decide to go on an epic quest to find a unicorn, Freddy
and JoJo want to play too. Together, they follow trails of glitter—but after searching
high and low, Freddy and JoJo complain that they are all quested out! The big
sisters won’t quit, and take a guess at what they discover…

Fancy Nancy: Meet Fancy Nancy
Ooh-la-la! Join Nancy, Bree, JoJo and all your Fancy Nancy friends in this 8-book set.
Each illustrated book takes you on an adventure that's fancy, funny, and
fantastique! The books come packaged with a sleek Me Reader module that reads
each book aloud. Choose a book, press the matching book and page buttons on the
module, and hear the whole story read aloud with fun and surprising sounds!
Follow along in the book for an independent reading experience that builds
confidence in beginning readers. Story sounds and expressive narration enhance
reading comprehension.
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